never less than 98% recycled
“Our story starts, where others finish.”
SilicaStone is created from recycled waste glass and ceramics. This process allows the creation of a range of surfaces that offer new and exciting design possibilities for both interior and exterior projects.

Fabricated in Lancashire, SilicaStone feels like stone and, because it is not bonded by resin, it is UV stable and will not fade or change colour over time. It is also heat and fire resistant.

These products provide all the benefits of natural stone whilst allowing complete control over the surface texture, colour and tone.

SilicaStone surfacing products are currently available in three design variations, but we can work with you to either match colours to your project or to develop new textures and surfaces that will bring your interior space to life.

All ranges are precision dimensioned and can be cut with standard tile cutting discs or an angle grinder. They are supplied loose and can be installed directly onto existing surfaces without the need for grout.

Made in England from never less than 98% recycled material.

SILICASTONE® is a unique material using a patented manufacturing process.

SilicaStone is created from recycled waste glass and ceramics. This process allows the creation of a range of surfaces that offer new and exciting design possibilities for both interior and exterior projects.

Fabricated in Lancashire, SilicaStone feels like stone and, because it is not bonded by resin, it is UV stable and will not fade or change colour over time. It is also heat and fire resistant.

These products provide all the benefits of natural stone whilst allowing complete control over the surface texture, colour and tone.

SilicaStone surfacing products are currently available in three design variations, but we can work with you to either match colours to your project or to develop new textures and surfaces that will bring your interior space to life.

All ranges are precision dimensioned and can be cut with standard tile cutting discs or an angle grinder. They are supplied loose and can be installed directly onto existing surfaces without the need for grout.
Silicastone is a unique recycled surface material available in both tiles and solid surfaces, for use in interior and exterior design schemes. Silicastone’s appeal lies not only in its sustainability but also in its versatility and looks. By its very nature, no two surfaces are ever quite the same.
SILICASTONE™
Solid Surfaces

Shades
A collection of handmade glazed slabs, featuring a palette of six organic colours.

Terrazzo
Perfect for use on walls, work surfaces, table tops or furniture.
Tiles

Strata

A textured tile designed to be used in a variety of interior and exterior applications.
A unique, deep relief tile that gives the designer several options for fixing both horizontally and vertically.

Weave

Designed for use on larger projects, this sophisticated product makes a significant aesthetic statement for any design project.

Incline
A stylish collection of handmade glazed wall tiles, featuring a palette of six organic colours. Each tile is individual, varying in colour and texture for a contemporary twist.

Crackle Glaze
Crackle is unique in colour and texture, giving each tile its distinctive look and feel. Crackle is perfect for use in any interior.
Projects

Find out more about how Silicastone tiles and solid surface products are being specified by leading architects and designers worldwide.
Available in Textured, Honed and Glazed finishes. Our colour range is shown below but to discuss variations and technical information, please contact Panaz on T: +44 (0)1282 696969   E: silicastone@panaz.com

Beautiful on interior and exterior walls, work surfaces, table tops & furniture. Handmade, our slabs are unique, each one varying slightly in texture and colour effect which endures for decades to come.

Handmade glazed slabs in a palette of six organic colours perfect for table tops and furniture. Our unique manufacturing process ensures every slab is individual, varying slightly in both colour & texture, bringing a contemporary twist to any interior design scheme.

Choose from a sophisticated mid-tone colour palette. Mix the two thicknesses and various sizes to create a varied and unique design statement.

This exciting modular tile has a unique, deep relief that gives the designer options for mixing both horizontally & vertically.

Our handmade process ensures every tile is unique, varying slightly in both colour & texture, bringing individuality & interest to any design scheme.

Crazing gives each tile a distinctive look and feel. Crackle is perfect for interior use.

Our colour range is shown below but to discuss variations and technical information, please contact Panaz on T: +44 (0)1282 696969   E: silicastone@panaz.com

Choose from a sophisticated mid-tone colour palette. Mix the two thicknesses and various sizes to create a varied and unique design statement.

This exciting modular tile has a unique, deep relief that gives the designer options for mixing both horizontally & vertically.

Our handmade process ensures every tile is unique, varying slightly in both colour & texture, bringing individuality & interest to any design scheme.

Crazing gives each tile a distinctive look and feel. Crackle is perfect for interior use.